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ABSTRACT: In a power distribution system, physical contact between the phase conductors and their surrounding objects such
as trees and buildings is a probable incident. Known as High Impedance Fault (HIF), this situation may lead to fatal ignition or
electric shock caused by the arcing. Although short circuit situations can be recognized by the usual relays in power distribution
systems, HIF incidents cannot be detected easily by the common protection equipment. Since HIF increases the load current very
slightly, it may be misdiagnosed as a usual overload. Therefore, HIF detection is a challenging issue in power distribution
systems. The first step to overcome this problem is finding an appropriate model for the HIF arcing. In this paper, different types
of HIF models are studied and then a complete model along with its simulation method is provided. Afterwards, an
ADALINE-based algorithm for HIF detection in power distribution networks is proposed which uses a new harmonic criterion.
Unlike the various solutions already presented for HIF detecting, the proposed approach is very simple and its online
implementation is not problematic. Furthermore, a typical distribution network in the presence of Distributed Generation (DG)
resources is simulated through the EMTPWorks environment. Simulation results verify the accuracy and the quickness of the
proposed approach.
Keywords: Fault Detection; High Impedance Fault; ADALINE; Distribution Systems.

1.
INTRODUCTION
Since the amplitude of the current resulted from the HIF is
below the detection threshold limit of traditional protection
relays, the existing protections are not able to detect it [1]. On
the other hand, Failure in the HIF detection threatens the
public safety. In this situation actually an energized conductor
is released in the fault location which can hurt the people
seriously or cause fire burning [2-3].
Initial investigations on HIF detection were based on the
settings of existing relays like over-current relays and earth
relays. However, these approaches reduced the performance
of relays and made unnecessary interruptions in the system
servicing. In further research, it was suggested to produce a
new relay which recognizes the contact of the
current-carrying conductor with the human body. But some
other investigations revealed that different human bodies
show different behaviors in the face of electrical shocks.
Therefore, most the detection approaches concentrated on
detecting the fault before the happening of this fatal contact
with the conductors. In recent years various techniques for
HIF detection have been introduced. A comprehensive
category of these techniques is given in [4].
In [5], the comparative changes in magnitude and phase of the
third harmonic were introduced as a criterion for HIF
detection. In [6], HIF detection was fulfilled by using the third
and third and a half harmonic components of the fault current.
The main idea of the approach presented in [7] is related to
the asymmetric waveform of HIF current. They also used this
fact that the distortion of the current waveform in the
switching activity happens in a shorter time period than in the
HIF occurrence. In [8] three parameters of odd harmonics
frequencies, even harmonics frequencies and interstitial
harmonics frequencies were utilized for detecting the HIF.
The method proposed in [9] was based on the current
waveform components extracted by Prony technique. In fact,
this method monitors the current waveform and recognizes
the HIF in the case of finding descending DC values in the
signal. A new approach based on the neutral voltage
alterations and zero-order currents was introduced in [10].

This technique contains two independent algorithms called
“neutral voltage analysis” and “residual current analysis”.
However, the practical implementation of this approach needs
integrating the SCADA post with the modern relays. The
authors of [11] used decision tree method along with the
random forest model to recognize HIFs which do not
accompany any arc happening. Others [12], state space model,
optimization and analytical methods were employed to solve
the HIF detection issue. A new approach utilizing the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) was proposed [13].
Elsewhere [14], a new solution based on the statistical pattern
recognition was suggested. In this method desired
characteristics are extracted from one cycle of the current
crossing the distribution feeder by use of TT transform which
is a kind of time-time transformation. Utilizing Wavelet
Transform with improved capability for index extraction was
suggested in [15]. Others [16] show the HIF detection issue
was tackled by applying the energy of frequency intervals and
the multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network. In [17], MultiDecomposition Analysis of discrete wavelet transform was
employed to extract the indexes of distorted waveforms
caused by HIF. The authors in [18] utilized digital signal
processing which employs a new application of discrete
wavelet Multi-resolution Signal Decomposition method to
extract the indexes of distorted waveforms. In [19],
researchers used a tool based on Mathematical Morphology
(MM) which can be utilized as a module along with the
traditional over-current relays.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: First, an
overview on HIF arc modeling approaches is given in Section
2. In Section 3 a comprehensive HIF arcing model is
developed and its basic structure is studied. The typical
distribution network is introduced in Section 4. In Section 5
HIF voltage and current characteristic is described. Structure
of ADALINE is presented in Section 6. Section 7 describes
the proposed algorithm for HIF diagnosis. Section 8 deals
with the obtained simulation results. Conclusion and
references are presented in Section 9.
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Figure 1. Emanuel model for HIF.

In 1993, this resistance and the reactance were replaced by
two nonlinear resistances (according to Figure 2) to consider
the nonlinear behavior of the ground in some way [22].
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Figure 4. HIF model presented in 2003.

HIF model of Figure 5 including a nonlinear resistance, two
diodes and two DC sources with amplitudes which change in
every half cycle randomly has been presented in 2004.
Average changing and variance of the DC voltage source
amplitude were determined related to the type of the earth
surface [26].
+

2. HIF MODELS
In 1985 the first model for HIF was proposed by connecting a
resistance to the system at the fault location [20]. Considering
the experiments performed by Emanuel in 1990, a model for
HIF was proposed based on the sparks nature when the
conductor comes into contact with the ground [21]. This
model has been formed from two DC power supplies and two
diodes paralleled each other inversely. Likewise, a resistance
and a reactance control the amplitude and current of the fault.
This model has been shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 5. HIF model by using nonlinear resistance and
Changing DC sources.
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Figure 2. HIF model presented in 1993.

A model formed of nonlinear impedance, time variable
voltage power supplies and TACS (Transient Analysis of
Control System) control switches was introduced in 1996
[23].
A HIF model by using two series nonlinear resistance shown
in Figure 3 was presented in 2001. One of the resistances
models the nonlinearity and asymmetry of the fault current
and another shows the transient in time of fault occurrence
[24].
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Figure 3. HIF model by using two nonlinear resistances.

In 2003, for producing HIF current the model in Figure 4 was
used in which Rp and Rn model fault resistances. Also for
modeling the asymmetry of current, resistances were selected
different [25].

In 2005, another HIF model illustrated in Figure 6 was
introduced. In this model linear resistance R(t) is the ground
equivalent resistance, r(t) is the arc dynamic state, and DC
and AC sources model the asymmetry of fault current and
quenching alterations of arcs respectively [27].
A nonlinear resistance controlled by EMTP models was
introduced as an arc model in 2006 [28].
In 2007 a HIF model was presented by N. Elkalashy et al [29],
which is more precise and more complete compared with the
other available ones. However, the arc behavior in two
positive and negative half cycles has been considered the
same in the simulations of this model for simplicity. In this
paper, a completely precise model simulated through
EMTPWorks is presented. The modeling procedure is
described step-by-step. It is evident that precise modeling
leads to more precise simulation results and extracting a more
comprehensive solution.
In order to achieve the characteristic of a HIF happening in a
20 kV distribution network, an experiment has been
conducted [29]. The experiment contains determining the
resistance of a tree and attaining the characteristic of HIF fault.
The experiment circuit and the process description have been
addressed [29].
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Figure 8. Experimental voltage-current characteristic
of HIF arc [29].

Figure 6. HIF model presented in 2005 [27].

3. DYNAMIC MODEL OF HIF ARC
The fault voltage and current related to two different locations
including leaves and branch of a tree have been shown in
Figure 7. If the fault is resulted from a contact between the
conductor and the foliage, the arc is suddenly quenched once
the fault current crosses the zero point. When the fault voltage
increases in fault point, the arc is established again. Figure 7.a
shows the magnified diagram of this phenomenon.

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Voltage and current waveforms when (a) fault happens
in foliage (b) fault happens in the branches [29].

Figure 8 shows the voltage-current characteristic of tested
HIF current for Figure 7.a. As seen, the behavior of HIF arc is
different in two positive and negative half cycles. The arc
model proposed in this paper considers this difference in
voltage- current characteristic between two half cycles.

The first complete model describing the arc behavior has been
presented in [29]. Equation (1) is a thermal-based equation
which is used to determine the changeable arc conductance in
this model:
dg 1
 (G  g )
)1(
dt 
where, g is the time variable conductance of arc, G  i / Varc
is the stationary arc conductance, i is the absolute value of
the arcing current, Varc is the arcing voltage constant value and
 is the arc time constant. All the above parameters are
determined in a way that the results match the practical
results.
To calculate these parameters, the characteristic shown in
Figure 8 is utilized. Moreover, equation (2) is used to
calculate the value of  :
)2(
  AeBg
where A, B are constants and similar to Varc have different
values in two positive and negative half cycles of fault voltage
and current and are estimated by the experimental results. The
values related to the positive half cycle are:
Varc  2520V , A  6.6E  5 and B  41977 in [29]. For the
negative half cycle the values are:
Varc  2100V , A  2.0E  5 and B  85970.30 . Indeed all
these values are calculated for Figure 7.a.
General dynamic model of the arc denoted in Figure 9, has
been shown in Figure 10. A network similar to the test circuit
shown in Figure 9 is employed to simulate this experiment in
EMTPWorks. The arc dynamic model shown in this circuit is
derived from the above equations. In addition, input values of
this circuit are used to obtain the waveforms of Figure 7.a.
The CTR control signal used for controlling the integrator has
been presented in [30]. Indeed, this part of model depicts the
arc sudden quenching in zero crossing moment. The
controllable integrator output is calculated by integrating the
main input until the control signal is high. Once the control
signal turns to low, the integrator output will be the RES
signal. Actually, RES signal gives the arc resistance at
quenching moment. Based on the experimental results,
resistance value is a time variable function. During the first
1ms interval after the arc quenching, it has a slope of
0.5 M  / ms and after that 1 msec interval its slope turns
to 4 M  / ms . Thus, the sudden quenching and reigniting of
arc can be simulated using the CTR signal achieved by the
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results of Figure 7.a [30].
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network are as follows:
Operation voltage VG1= 20 kV
Thevenin impedance ZthG1=40.84 Ω
The connection between nodes is done by transmission.
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Figure 9. Network used for HIF modeling in EMTPWorks.
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Figure 11. Under-study distribution system.
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Figure 10. HIF arc complete model.

4. UNDER-STUDY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
In order to test the proposed approach, the distribution system
presented in [30] is developed according to the CIGRE
models used for integrating the distributed generation in
medium voltage distribution networks. As illustrated in Fig.
11, the distribution system is composed of 4 generation nodes
with different distributed generation technologies, 2 load
nodes and a node connected to a 20 kV distribution network.
A 1000 kW doubly fed induction generator wind turbine
(DFIG WT), two 1200 kW permanent magnet wind turbines
connected to the grid through the full converters (FC WT),
and a solar-photovoltaic (PV) installation of 1000 kW of rated
power form the distribution network in which the generation
nodes are located. The loads are placed at nodes 3 and 7 with
a nominal power of 1800+ j 0.87 kVA and 5200+j0.87 kVA,
respectively. The electrical parameters of the distribution

5. HIF VOLTAGE AND CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC
In order to extract an appropriate algorithm for HIF detecting,
it is necessary to have a complete understanding about the
HIF behavior. For this purpose and according to the
explanation provided in Section 3, a HIF is applied in 4km
line L1 of the test network given in Section 4. Fig. 12 shows
the voltage and current waveforms at the location where HIF
happens. The fault occurs at 40 msec. The voltage waveform
has not changed appreciably before and after the HIF
occurrence, but the current waveform has been considerably
changed. The periodic changes of the current waveform
happen at zero crossing points when the HIF arc repeatedly
turns on and off. Hence, the current waveform can be used for
HIF detecting. However, the problem is that the current
waveform is not available at the beginning of the line where
the measuring devices are placed. Fig. 13 illustrates the
voltage and current waveforms of the faulty phase at the
beginning of the line. It is obvious that HIF cannot be
detected by use of this waveform. Therefore, in this study the
residual current is utilized instead of the faulty phase current.
The residual current at each moment is obtained by adding the
currents of three phases:
i res (t )  i a (t )  i b (t )  i c (t )
)3(
where ires(t) indicates the residual current at each moment t.
Fig. 13 shows the waveform of the residual current for the
HIF discussed before at the beginning of the line. According
to the figure, the behavior of the residual current waveform is
very similar to that of the HIF current at the fault location.
Thus, HIFs can be easily recognized by extracting the
harmonics of the residual current signal and creating a
harmonic index. In order to extract the harmonics of the
residual current signal at the least possible time, ADALINE is
applied to this study.
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Moreover, an ADALINE can be implemented to perform an
on-line tracking of a given signal. Assume a given signal
containing a harmonic component as follows:

15
Voltage (kV)

10

N

f (t )  Adc e  t   Fi sin(i  t (k )  i )

5

)4(

i 1

where Adc e  t is transient DC component and β is damping
time constant, φi is the phase and Fi is the magnitude of the ith
harmonic. N indicates the total number of harmonics and ω
signifies the main frequency and is assumed to be constant. If
f (t ) is transferred to discrete time domain we have:
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Figure 12. Voltage and current waveforms at HIF location.

Where adc(1-βkTs) are the first two terms of Taylor expansion
of the transient DC component, T s  2 / N s and Ns indicates
the sampling period. Also, ai  Fi cosi , bi  Fi sin i and
t(k) is the kth sampling time. X(k) signifies the input vector:
X (k )  [sin  t (k ) cos  t (k ) ...
)6(
sin n t (k ) cos n t (k ) 1  kT s ]T
Where θ(k) is the weight vector of ADALINE. Therefore, the
inner product of θ(k) with X(k) is equal to the ADALINE
output:
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Figure 13. The residual current waveform at the beginning of the
line when HIF occurs.

6. STRUCTURE OF ADALINE
Known as an artificial neural network, ADALINE has two
layers with n inputs and one output. ADALINE output is a
linear combination of its inputs [31]. ADALINE has some
specific main characteristics including its easy online training
according to the inputs and the changes of the target response,
the ability of being applied to the learning weights, and its
simple structure which contributes to its easy implementation
on the hardware. The structure of an ADALINE has been
shown in Fig. 14.
 0 (k )

1 (k )

f (k )


fˆ ( k )
+

X0(k)

X1(k)



e (k )

The weight vector θ(k) is addressed by discrete Fourier
transform coefficients of f (k ) during the learning process.
In order to minimize the error between ADALINE output and
target signal, the weights should be chosen appropriately in
the learning phase. For training the ADALINE, Widrow-Hoff
learning rules based on the least square error approach are
utilized [32]. Also, the weights are corrected as follows:
e (k )X (k )
 (k  1)   (k )   T
)8(
X (k )X (k )
Where θ(k) and θ(k+1) are the weight vectors at kth and
(k+1)th sample respectively. X(k) refers to the input vector at
kth sample and the error function is e(k )  fˆ (k )  f (k ) . Also
 signifies the learning rate.
In order to have a precise tracking of f (k ) , the error function
should be smaller than a threshold value. If this condition is
satisfied, f (k ) is written as:

f (k )  fˆ (k )  o X T (k )

where fˆ (k ) is the target signal. Also, the weight vector θ0 in
(9) is defined by (10):

o  [a1 b1 ... aN
n (1k )

Xn-1(k)

 n (k )

Xn(k)

)9(

bN

adc

Figure 14. Structure of ADALINE.

)10(

After obtaining the weights vector, the harmonic content of
the under study waveform at kth sample is calculated by
equations (11) and (12):

Fn (k )  22n 1 (k )  22n (k )
Widrow- Hoff
Learning rule

 adc ]

n (k )  cos1 (

 22n (k )
Fn (k )

)

, (n  1, 2, ..., N )

)11(
)12(
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Because E is dependent on the weights and the desired output,
we can regulate the weights to minimize E. Widrow-Hoff
learning rules are based on an approximate steepest descent
procedure. Widrow and Hoff had the insight that they could
estimate the mean square error by using the squared error for
each iteration. If we take the partial derivative of the squared
error with respect to the weights and biases at the kth iteration,
we have:
i (k )  

E
  [z (k )   (k )X T (k )]X i (k )
i (k )

)14(

  e (k )X i (k )

where α is the learning rate, generally   (0,1) .
If α is large, learning occurs quickly, but if it is too large, it
may lead to instability and errors may even increase. To
ensure a stable learning, the learning rate must be less than the
reciprocal of the largest eigen value of the correlation matrix
X T (k ) X (k ) of the input vectors. Thus, weight increase is
e(k ) X (k )
 (k )  
)15(
  X T (k ) X (k )
where   (0,1) .
To produce a faster convergence in the presence of random
noise, a non-linear weight adaptation algorithm is desirable.
Therefore, the weight adjustment algorithm is written as:
 (k )  

e(k ) X (k )

  X T (k ) (k )

)16(

0.4
Current (mA)

6.1. ADALINE Training Algorithm
Training algorithm is the main characteristic of the Artificial
Neural Network (ANN), and the training process of
ADALINE is also the process of modifying the weights of the
network [33]. Through this, the error between the desired
output, z (k ) , and the actual output, z (k ) , can be minimized.
Widrow-Hoff learning rules are adopted here. Firstly, an
output error function of the linear network is defined as:
1
1
E  [ z (k )  z (k )]2  [ z (k )   (k ) X T (k )]2
)13(
2 k
2 k
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Figure 15. a) The residual current waveform at the beginning
of line b) The trained signal.

7. HIF DETECTION ALGORITHM
)17(

The harmonic index used in this paper comprises both even
and odd harmonics simultaneously. Equation (19)
demonstrates the proposed index called FDI (Fault Detection
Index) at the kth sample:
3

with
 1
SGN ( x)  
 1
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usage.
The training process of ADALINE includes three steps:
I) Calculate the network output z (k )   (k )X T (k ) and the
error e (k )  z (k )  z (k ) .
II) Compare the network output sum of square errors, E, and
the target error, Eo. If E is smaller than Eo or the training
iterations already reached the maximum limit, stop training;
otherwise continue.
III) Calculate new weights,  (k  1)   (k )   (k ) , and
return to step (I).
This neural network is used in this study to extract the
residual current waveform harmonics. Since the ADALINE
neural network is very quick and simple in calculations and
implementation, it can be used instead of the Fourier analysis
method. According to the results in [32], the convergence time
in ADALINE-based method is less than half a cycle, while it
takes a minimum of one complete cycle for the Fourier
analysis to estimate the harmonics.
One sample of the residual current affected by a HIF has been
simulated on the test network explained in Section 4. In
addition, the residual current waveform at the beginning of
the line has been given in Fig. 15 along with the signal
waveform (which tracks the main signal in order to extract its
harmonic content) trained by the ADALINE. This figure
indicates that the neural network has performed the tracking
activity very precisely and quickly.

Current (mA)
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if x  0
if x  0

)18(

Widrow-Hoff learning rules state that the change of the net
weights has a direct proportion to the output error and the
inputs of the ADALINE. This algorithm does not need to
calculate the derivatives. Hence, it can be computed simply
and makes the ADALINE converge fast. From Fig. 3 and Eq.
(12), each iteration needs only 2N multiplications and N+5
additions (N is the number of inputs). Therefore, it can be
easily implemented through hardware and is good for on-line

FDI (k ) 

H
i 1
3

H
i 1

3



2 i 1


i 1
3


i 1

2i

(k )

(k )

 (42 i 3) (k )   (42 i  2) (2k  1)

)19(

 (42 i 1) (k )   (42 i ) (2k  1)

Where H2i-1(k) and H2i (k) are odd and even harmonics at the
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kth sample respectively and θ indicates ADALINE weighting
coefficients after the convergence. The threshold value of 1 is
selected after applying HIFs on different points of the test
network and running different simulations. Fig. 16 shows the
residual current waveform along with the FDI for the HIF
discussed in Section 5. Upon the fault happens, the value of
FDI exceeds the selected threshold and this is the indicator of
a HIF occurrence.
The function of the proposed algorithm for HIF detection has
been shown in the flowchart of Fig. 17.
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Figure 16. The residual current waveform with FDI for the HIF
discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 17. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm for HIF
diagnosis.

8. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSION
In order to analyze the proposed approach in the presence of
similar occurrences in the power distribution network,
different experiments listed below have been applied:
a) Inserting the capacitor bank into the network
b) Removing the capacitor bank from the network
c) Applying overloads to the network
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d) Full load trans switching
e) Injecting the solar power into the network
f) Injecting the wind power into the network
g) Removing the wind power from the network
h) HIF occurrence
If the HIF can be recognized from other similar situations
truly, it can be inferred that the proposed approach is a very
efficient solution which can be used in power distribution
networks containing renewable resources. In all above
situations, a HIF is embedded in 4 km line L1 and measuring
devices are placed at the beginning of line L1. Figure 18
shows FDI with the residual current waveforms for all the
eight situations. It is obvious that only in HIF situation the
FDI exceeds the threshold value and this verifies that the
proposed approach has recognized the HIF truly.
Through the other experiment, various HIFs with different
resistances were applied in different points of lines L1 and L3
while the measuring devices were placed at the beginning of
the line. The proposed approach performed this test correctly
too and was able to recognize the HIF occurrence. The figures
of this test have not been presented for the sake of
conciseness.
9. CONCLUSION
In this paper the most common methods for HIF modeling
were studied firstly. Then a complete arcing model was
introduced which models the exact behavior of HIF in the
positive and negative half-cycles. Afterwards, an
ADALINE-based algorithm for accurate detection of HIFs in
power distribution networks was proposed. In the proposed
approach, the residual current at the beginning of the line is
calculated firstly and then this new extracted waveform is
given to ADALINE. The harmonics of the residual current
waveform are calculated through the quick accurate tracking
conducted by ADALINE. In the next step, HIFs are
recognized from other similar situations such as capacitor
switching or overloading via a harmonic criterion. The test
network of this study was included with renewable energy
resources like the solar and wind resources. As the simulation
results confirm, quickness and high precision, independence
from fault location, independence from fault location
impedance, and the accurate diagnosis in the presence of new
distribution networks with DG resources are the most
valuable characteristics of the proposed approach.
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